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With the growth of the national economy and the growth
of the economy in Buffalo, the topic of talent attraction
has taken on increased significance. Without the right
talent, local companies in Buffalo are limited in reaching
full potential, and in the most dire circumstances, forced
to cease operations in the WNY region.
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Local companies are pursuing a number of strategies
to attract the talent they need, but talent attraction
requires cross-sector collaboration to be successful.
The Brown Administration has collaborated with local
companies on initiatives such as the Buffalo Building
Reuse Project (BBRP), which led the conversion of
many underutilized office spaces into nearly 2000
residential living opportunities, preserved Buffalo’s
unique historic building stock, and committed millions
to public infrastructure improvements in downtown.
While BBRP met nearly every metric for success, the
Brown Administration recognizes much more needs to
be done. More specifically, the Brown Administration
recognizes that a new effort is required that looks at
the improvement of downtown specifically through
the lens of talent attraction.
If Buffalo and Western New York are to be successful,
the region needs to work collaboratively on a strategy
that incorporates talent attraction and public-private
partnership activity. This strategy—dubbed Buffalo’s
Race for Place—will engage the younger generation
and talent in Buffalo around the issue of what Buffalo
needs to offer to be competitive. An assumption
heading into this effort is that Buffalo must show itself
to be innovative in the public realm and a leader in the
Smart City space. Furthermore, learning from the BBRP
and a recent housing market study, it is clear Buffalo

must focus development activities to create critical mass and vibrancy. Finally, Buffalo
must show that it is a City committed to diversity and inclusion. Buffalo’s Race for Place will
examine funding barriers and opportunities for the public and private components identified
through the overall engagement.
As shown in this document, there is a good foundation upon which to build. What is needed
now is the collaboration between the public and private sector on a process that identifies
and prioritizes the improvements necessary to make Buffalo attractive to the talent necessary
to keep our companies and economy growing. M&T is making the bold commitment to a new
Tech Hub in downtown Buffalo and this can serve as the catalyst to begin the collaboration
and send a message more broadly that Buffalo is SERIOUS ABOUT SUCCESS!
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Erie/Shelton Square and
Canalside Nodes
The Shelton Square/Erie/Canalside investment nodes are designed to
reconnect Michigan Avenue and Erie Community College to Lake Erie in
a pedestrian-friendly manner, with an emphasis on traffic calming and
green space. Public art, lighting and other approaches could beautify
and increase safety throughout the node.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
This area is the city’s nexus between downtown and the reemerging
waterfront. Public realm aesthetics will reflect a blending of traditional
and formerly industrial landscapes. Sidewalks and paving materials will
continue the template established on Main Street and with subtle references to the waterfront, incorporating elements such as cobbles and
sandstone into the design. Trees will be selected for their ability to provide a substantial canopy. Innovative wayfinding and artistic elements
will add to the area’s sense of place. This area will also provide the park
spaces necessary for a vibrant and livable downtown community.
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Erie Street Connection Project (funded)
Underpass Beautification & Development (funded)
Shelton Square / Erie Street Greenway (Park Improvements)
(in design)
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Entertainment Node
The Entertainment district investment node also benefits
from Cars Sharing Main Street and will continue to undergo
infrastructure improvements. Such improvements increase
accessibility and compliment neighborhood attractions such as
Shea’s Theater and the Market Arcade. The node is designed to
allow investment and development to push eastward through the
emerging Flower District along Ellicott Street.
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STRENGTHEN ANCHORS ALONG THE KNOWLEDGE CORRIDOR
University
at Buffalo

While Buffalo’s industrial economy has declined along its waterfront
and rail corridors, a new knowledge-based economy is emerging on
Main Street. The city’s historic cultural dividing line is now the location
of its primary economic drivers: M&T Bank, Canalside, Downtown,
Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus, Canisius College, Sisters Hospital,
Tri-Main Center, and the University at Buffalo.
The light rail line that runs the length of Main Street is positioned to tie
this all together. With 22,600 weekday passengers, and connections to
numerous bus lines, Metro Rail links employment centers, educational
and medical institutions, and mixed-use neighborhoods. It offers the
opportunity to combine a traffic-free commute with easy access to
dining, entertainment, and recreational amenities.

KENSINGTON

Tri-Main
Center
Sisters
Hospital

Medaille
College

A combination of residential, retail, employment, and entertainment uses
will generate riders throughout the day and evening and reduce periods
of low ridership; while enhanced cross-town connections will help bridge
the divide to employment opportunities. Higher density and a more vital
public realm along the Knowledge Corridor will support both Metro Rail
and a revived Main Street.

Canisius
College
Catholic Health Technology Center

LAND USE POLICIES

New technologies such as the recently announced Token Transit app,
provides users with an easier way to make payments and utilize transit.

BNMC

Kaleida Health

CBD

Knowledge Corridor
Metro Rail
Major trip generator

Key Bank

Reinvent the area around Metro Rail
stations as high-intensity, mixed-use
neighborhood centers; and maximize
population and employment densities.

•

Prioritize traffic calming and
infrastructure improvements to make
Main Street more active, attractive,
BROADWAY
and bicycle-and pedestrian-friendly.

•

Encourage transportation demand
management strategies that shift
single-occupant vehicle trips to modes
such as walking, cycling, transit, and
ridesharing.
WILLIAM

•

Support the continued growth of the
Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus and
the University at Buffalo and Erie
Community College downtown
campuses.

•

Complete the Cars Sharing Main Street
project along the downtown Central
Business District.

UB Medical School

285 DELAWARE

M&T CENTER
LAFAYETTE COURT
ONE M&T PLAZA

One Seneca Tower
Campus Labs

Erie Community College

GENESEE

•

Roswell Park
Innovation Center / DIG / 43 North

Delaware North
IBM Innovation Center

NYS 33

Sahlen Field

HSBC
Key Bank Center

OBJECTIVES 21

WHAT DOES BUFFALO AS A SMART CITY LOOK LIKE?
•

It will be more than connectivity, sensors and software

•

•

We will deliver intelligent capabilities and improve quality
of life for ALL our constituents by using technology to
respond, in real-time, to the continuously changing
environment

Whether at home, at work, at school, on the go or around
town, our smart city implementation will be focused on
making ALL communities in Buffalo desirable and livable,
and improve the quality of the lives of those within them

•

Smart City activities embrace and are supported by a
diverse and inclusive workforce.
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• Intelligent traffic
management
• Connected vehicles
• Smart parking

Smart lighting
Smart waste management
Smart water management
Smart grid
Smart buildings
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PUBLIC SAFETY
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visual surveillance
Critical infrastructure monitoring
Police wearables
Data security
Environmental monitoring
Drone monitoring

BUFFALONY.GOV

RACEFORPLACEBUFFALO.COM

